Their History

I

n 1956 the Collell family opened a small shop specialized in dried pork
products in a small village in the heart of the Garrotxa Natural Park, a
territory of volcanic origin of beech and oak forests which constitute the
gateway to the Pyrenees.
Coming from the Mediterranean. This place, of incomparable beauty and a great
tradition of deli meats, is the cradle of Collell.
The Collell family's desire to improve day by day and to adapt to the tastes of its
customers allows it to quickly become a reference among the producers of the
Garrotxa and to retain its customers thanks to its quality products.
The key to success reside in the fact that the entire Collell team does not only
work for the customer to buy once but to buy back their products.
Today we are proud to export our products to more than 20 countries, with a
production area of 50,000 M², the third largest producer of Serrano ham in Spain.
We know that consumers are demanding more and more healthy products and
that this sensitivity to healthy food will increase day by day. That's why we focus
on low-fat and salt products, on clean label products, without dyes and allergens.
Continuous improvement, adaptability, consumer orientation and long-term
agreements are the legacy of this small shop, which in 1956 won the confidence of
a whole generation of consumers.

Dry Sausage Vela Ref: 287070
Chorizo Cular

Ref:256070

Type: Spicy or Mild
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Chorizo Vela

Ref:258050

Type: Spicy or Mild
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Chorizo Pamplona

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Ref:257060

Ref:222070
Ref:253010

Type: Spicy or Mild
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Chorizo Tunel

Dry Sausage Cular

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Ref:289520

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Dry Sausage Finely Chopped
Chorizo Sarta

Longanisse Payés Ref: 227020

Ref:256300

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Salami

Ref: 240070

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Covering : Natural, Red Pepper,
Garlic and Herbs, White pepper Or Black Pepper
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Dry Sausage Tunel Ref: 240300
Covering: Natural, Red Pepper,
Garlic and Herbs, White pepper Or
Black Pepper
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

HomeMade Dry Sausage Ref: 224120
Covering : Natural, Red Pepper,
Garlic and Herbs, White pepper
Or Black Pepper
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Fuet Ref: 230020
Covering : Natural, Red Pepper,
Garlic and Herbs, White pepper
Or Black Pepper
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Salami Tunel Ref: 28700
Covering : Natural, Red Pepper,
Garlic and Herbs, White pepper
Or Black Pepper
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Pork Loin Ref :22070

Pork Loin Ref :27207

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Pork Sirloin Ref :22080
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Turkey Chorizo Ref:292151

Turkey Chorizo Ref:2760410

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Turkey Dry Sausage Ref:292152

Turkey Dry Sausage

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Ref:2744410

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Chorizo Vela Ref:2761410

Dry Sausage Vela Ref: 2787410

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Chorizo Sarta Ref:274052
Type: Spicy or Mild
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Chorizo Tunel Ref:2727410

Chorizo Pamplona Ref:2787310

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Turkey Chorizo Ref:2760410

Trio Dry Sausage,
Lomo, Chorizo Ref:24103

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Trio Ham, Dry Sausage,
Chorizo Ref:24102
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Longanisse Payés

Dry Sausage Tunel

Ref:2751410

Ref: 2756310

Fuet Ref:270020

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Salami

Ref: 2756311

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Pork Loin Ref:27207
Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Turkey Dry Sausage
Ref:2744410

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Reserve Serrano Ham
Ref: 27416

Best Before: 12 Months
Storage: Keep Refrigerated

Ref : 21041
Ref : 11080

Whole
Ref : 22010

Half
Ref : 22010M

1.2 Kgs

0.8 Kgs

12

16

56

56

Covering
Red Pepper
White Pepper
Green Pepper
Garlic & Herbes
Black Pepper

Whole
Whole
Ref : 2417

Half
Ref : 2417M

Half

Quarter
Ref : 2417T

Ref : 24161D
10 Kgs
1
49

Whole
Ref : 24161

Half
Ref : 24161M

Quarter
Ref : 24161T

Whole

Half

Quarter

Quarter

Carve the Ham

Vertical ham holder
Ref: TM403

Swinging ham holder
closed ring
Ref: TM805

Foldable ham holder
closed ring,
Ref: TM603

Foldable ham holder
opened ring,
Ref: TM813

Swinging ham holder
opened ring
Ref: TM822

Folding ham holder
Epoxy Painted in Black
Ref: TM816

Sliding ham holder
Ref: TM824

Straight ham holder
Epoxy Painted in Black
Ref: TM815

PIN Ham holder
for Boneless Hams
Ref: TM998

Sliding rotatory 360º
Ham holder
Ref: TM825

Tube Ham holder
Ref: TM103

ARCO Ham holder
Ref: 011058

TUBO Ham holder
Ref: 01062

FIBRA Ham holder
Ref: 011051

GONDOLA Ham holder
Ref: 011048

BANQUETA Ham
holder
Ref: 011050

HUSILLO Ham holder
Ref: 0513104

PIN Ham holder
Ref: 01052

VENTOSA Ham holder
Ref: 011047

Ham holder
Ref: 011054

ALPINA Ham Knife
27 cm Alveolated blade
handle: injected PP
Ref: 050603

Slipcover for Ham
With Zipper
Colors: Black, Burgundy,
Brown and Green
Ref: T-409

Basic ham knife
22.5 cm blade
handle: fiber
Ref: 050609

Ham Cover
Colors: brown, black,
bottle green
Ref: T-410
Delimeats Knife
20 cm blade
handle: fiber
Ref: 050615

Fat Droplets Collector
Plastic cone used to collect the fat
droplets of the suspended hams
White color. It can be customized
Ref: RA-50

Professional ham knife
28 cm blade
handle: fiber
Ref: 050607

Ham Pincers
Stainless steel pincers.
It can be customized
Ref: PI-01 and PI-02

French Bolster
Ham Knifre
28 cm blade
Ref: 050901

Ham Knife Injected
23 cm Alveolated blade
handle: injected PP
Ref: 050640

Brass Bolster
Ham Knife
25.5 cm blade
Ref: 051100

Ham Knife GERMANY
28 cm blade
handle: fiber
Ref: 050701

Sharpenner
29 cm, plastic handle
with defense and ring
Ref: 050901

Our Products

T

he natural surroundings of our facilities are located in the region of Sierra of Cazorla, a large
expanse of mountains located in the northeast of the province of Jaen, in the region of
Andalusia.
The combination of several factors, vast and lush forests of pines, rich diversity of fauna, an excellent
olive oil producing area, using traditional recipes transmitted from generation to generation and its
particular climate, The centuries-old "Serrana" culinary tradition, which has given way to an emerging
industry that has succeeded in combining the thrust of new food technologies with the seriousness
that is transmitted all these years in the field of processing, marketing and Distribution of meat and
Deli meats.
Ultimately, Gourmet Cazorla, represents the spirit of a homemade tradition adapted to the modern
time, which allows us to offer a wide range of innovative products, which allows us to offer a wide
range of products that can satisfy all tastes, innovative products that immediately captures the most
demanding palates.
Delicious gourmet products, with a soft texture, smooth and excellent in mouth. Homemade style
products made with high quality products, fresh vegetables and fishes, and the best pieces of meat.
The main objective is to anticipate the needs of today's consumers and propose solutions by offering
traditional, healthy and high quality dishes.

This pâté has a full and
intense flavor. Very
harmonic in sensations,
With a prolonged
aftertaste and a
nuanced touch of spices

The spiced meals are today, the options of the varied
world gastronomy, which we have at our range. What is
spicy has a high concentration of vitamin C, which
stimulates the production of endorphins, proteins “of the
pleasure”. The spiced meals count many partisans, from
there, the growth of the restaurants proposing very
seasoned dishes, mainly the Mexican gastronomy, enjoy a
great popularity.

This pâté has 3 shades of flavor perfectly ordered:
first, a sweet flavor, followed by smoked nuances
and finishes on a soft spiciness. Simply spectacular.
Paprika de la Vera is a truly artisanal product,
unique in concept and elaboration. It has earned
the honor of achieving the category of
" Protected Designation of Origin".

This pâté has a full and
intense flavor. The Iberian
pig meat, it is one of the last
pork species raised outdoor
in Europe. What
distinguishes it from any
other breed of pig

Subtlety is the best qualifier which indicates this
pate. It is certain that its texture is smooth like
few others and the entry in mouth is very light.
Its flavor and its aroma are an explosion of
nuances. This combination between softness
and elegance make it as a splendid
gastronomical work of art.
Recommended to be served hot.

The orange gives a special
touch to this pâté which will
not leave you indifferent.
It can be presented with
regañas or picos breads or
even garnishing small cherry
tomatoes ...

The black olive pâté is also
known as tapenade, It would
have emerged in Provence
although some writings manifest
That it already existed in Italy or
Greece from earlier times.
Simply spread on a slice of bread, it
results in a tempting aperitif.

Discover the most authentic flavor with
this duck pate. Elaborated with duck
liver and according to our traditional
receipt, the duck pate is considerate as
an exquisite. Moreover, its soft and
delicate flavor, doesn´t leave any palate
indifferent.

Thanks to the Xérès wine
this Pâté has a soft and
sweet taste in mouth. Full,
vigorous and perfectly
balanced.

Roquefort gives a gustative
boost to this classic pâté,
this pâté has a full and
intense flavor. With a fullbodied aftertaste that
captures the taste of meat.

This pâté has a full and intense flavor.
With a very harmonic sensation,
enhanced by a touch of garlic and the
good taste of the herbs of the garden,
parsley and chives a great classic to which
it is difficult to resist

This fruit has a tasty, juicy and refreshing pulp,
which gives special nuances to this pâté. The
cherry is considered as a good source of vitamin C
and bio flavonoids, which transforms itself into
an excellent natural antioxidant.

The green olive pâté has an unlimited
use into gastronomy: It can be built-in
sauces, pastas, pizza, or like
accompaniment of vegetables, fish or
white meats. By adding it into a
vinaigrette, it also results a new original
way to season a salad

The Piquillo pepper pate can deliciously enrich a receipt by new flavors.
It can also serve as a remarkable aperitif with slightly cracking picos or regañas.
Same way, it can be accompanied by canned sliced bonito. The Piquillo pepper, by
its characteristics is essential in the kitchen. It brings more vitamin C than the
orange, it is rich in fiber and has an important content water.

The artichoke is from always much appreciated in the Mediterranean
kitchen. Ideal for diners, appetizers, buffets, etc. The artichokes is known
as a repairing food by their important presence of minerals, but especially
of potassium, with a diuretic and purifying effect for the organism.

The Porcini is nowadays a jewel of the mountain. It is a mushroom,
and consequently it has a particular tact in mouth. This pate is a perfect
combination to work out dishes containing pastas, like spaghettis with bacon or
gnocchis.

The Asparagus is the main stem of a plant belonging to the family
Liliaceae, appears in March and is harvested until June. To obtain this
white color, the asparagus must be whited by covering it with soil.
This is why white asparagus, finer than green, is more laborious and
therefore more expensive.

A good octopus, an extra
virgin olive oil and paprika
are the Ingredients to evoke
the unmatched flavor from
Galician Style Octopus in the
form of pâté.

This tuna belly pâté is ideal for preparing appetizers.
The particular characteristics of the belly which gives it
Its reputation for delicacy, are its proportion of fat,
Which brings it a much more intense, soft, and delicate
flavor than the rest of the fish, as well as its gelatinous
texture meat.

The marriage of these two ingredients is very
traditional in Spanish gastronomy. This pâté is
very rich and of a flashy color, This pâté will
certainly please you. Recommended for all
those who love Bonito. Furthermore, you can
integrate it into a multitude of recipes.
Recommended to serve cold

The Black Cod Pili-pili is a traditional dish of the
Basque and Portuguese cuisine made with
Four basic ingredients: Black cod, olive oil, garlic
and chili. The name "pili-pili" comes from the
sound produced during the gyratory movement
which
is carried out with the pan while the oil sauce is
emulsified with cod proteins.

The salmon pâté is made
from Norway salmon
And retains all the healthy
nutrients from the blue fish.
In addition, it helps to follow
a varied and balanced diet.

The redfish pâté is currently one of the
most popular Spanish cuisine dishes
and the banner of what is called the new
Basque cuisine, a gourmet movement
appeared in Spain in the last quarter of
the 20th century.
Recommended to serve cold

Anchovy is an excellent source of protein: it contains the nine essential amino acids necessary for
our body. These proteins play a key role in the formation of digestive enzymes, hormones and
tissues, such as skin and bone. Anchovy contains monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty
acids, omega 3 in particular, whose protective effects on the cardiovascular system are widely
recognized. As part of a varied and balanced diet, regular anchovy consumption would reduce the
risk of cardiovascular disease mortality

This fish brings high quality protein. As Blue fish it brings as well, good fat, omega 3 fat
acids, and it provides more energy and vitamins than white fish. This pâté is very appetizing,
which implies a good way of introducing this healthy food in the diet of a person who does
not consume it habitually, such as the smallest of the house.

The Escabèche Mussels pate is
an exceptional entrance.
Furthermore it can be
combined easily with other
entrances such as Potato chips.
Recommended to serve cold.

The sea spider is the king of the molluscs and crustaceans of the Galician kitchen,
by its abundant content of iodine and zinc. They are ideal as an aperitif on a toasted
bread, bread picos, regañas or even Rosquitas, decorated with mayonnaise or
accompanied by vegetables... In the kitchen it can also be used as a phyllo paste
stuffing, as seasoning for salads of lettuce or endives, or flavor enhancer for rice,
pasta or fish stews.
Recommended to serve cold

The Spiny lobster meat is one of the most appreciated by its flavor exquisite and low
caloric content. Consumption recommendations: as an appetizer on a dry bread
Type picos, rosquitas or regañas, accompanied by anchovies.
Recommended to serve cold

Ideal to present as input. The abundance of iodine found in this food, is beneficial for
our metabolism, regulating our level of energy and the proper functioning of the cells.
Like most seafood, the Crab has a nutritional value that provides an appreciable
amount of protein as well as a low fat content. The Crab is also an excellent source of
vitamin B12, selenium and other nutrients essential to maintaining health.
Recommended to serve cold

The Gambas pâté is sweet and delicate. No one should miss the experience of enjoying all the
flavors of the sea gathered in this pâté. In addition, Gambas is rich in selenium. Selenium is an
antioxidant trace element that prevents certain cancers, cardiovascular diseases and even in the
formation of cataracts. It strengthens the immune system and helps in the proper functioning of
the thyroid. Full of omega 3 and essential vitamins B3, B12, B9 and A, it also contains iron, zinc,
magnesium and iodine needed by the body. The Gambas is low in fat, and the little it contains are
beneficial fats to the heart and cell membranes.

The Iberian chorizo is an Artisanal product
made in Spain according to the traditional
recipes. This chorizo has been made from
Iberian pork. Its high quality meat brings a
deep flavor that will remain long in your
mouth after having tasted it. Low in fat,
slightly spiced (sweet paprika), it will offer
your taste buds of gourmets an unforgettable experience.

The Iberian Ham also called Pata Negra is the
jewel of Spanish gastronomy. It comes from the
Iberian pig, an indigenous pig with black skin, it
has the characteristic of being able to store fat in
its muscular tissues, which gives it its unique taste.
They are raised outdoor feeding on plants
and acorns. The process of making ham is long and
delicate, it has remained unchanged for generations
making it a Unique product in the world.

The Iberian sausage is another pearl of
Spanish delimeats, on the palate it offers a
beautiful texture and a limited fat content,
slightly spiced and a large palette of
flavors, following its long period of curing.
For sure this product will surprise you.

The lomo embuchado or Spanish lomo is the
pork filet mignon cured for 60 days
minimum. It has almost no fat, making it a
piece of delimeats able for low-fat diets. You
will find all its flavors in this pâté.

The Sobrasada is a Spanish delimeat
from the Balearic Islands. Based on
minced pork, paprika, salt and
pepper. It can be soft or spicy. Its
taste is a killing and its texture
allows it to be spread!

Manchego cheese is a typical
Spanish sheep's cheese, with a
slightly acidic flavor, strong and
tasty. The sheep's milk of la Mancha
gives to the pâté a pleasant and
particular residual flavor.

The roasted ham and its smoking
give this pate an particular intensity
by its aroma and flavor. Healthy and
tasty, the smoking brings the
balance necessary for a healthy
Varied diet.
Recommended to serve hot.

Find the fast food classic in the
form of pâté, where you will
find all the flavors of the
steamed sausage, accompanied
by its cabbage salad, mustard,
onions and relish.

Elegant black box, with golden reflection logo
Customizable composition from our selection of 40 pâtés

As it is well-known, the sirloin is
one of the softest and juicy parts
of the pig. Moreover, this pate
presents a smoked touch.
Recommended to be served hot.

The pizza has turned into a quick and
international meal, thanks to its ability to
adapt the ingredients to the local tastes.
We recommend to heat the pate and
serving it on a slice of
toasted bread

The Hostelry format (1Kg. ingot)
Ideal for making dishes for catering.
It has a perfect demolding and cutting

Our Prepared Dishes

A

t Gourmet Cazorla we know that Eating fast and healthy is the new food imperative of our
times, especially active young people and millennials (born between 80’s and 00’s), which tend
to stifle industrial food prized by their elders for Choose healthier and fresher products.
That is why the main objective is to anticipate the needs of the today consumer and be able to offer
him solutions adapted to his new lifestyle, in which he has little time to cook but wants to continue
eating healthy, high quality and Traditional dishes. For that we have a very wide range of prepared
dishes.
Traditional delicatessen dishes prepared in a home-made style way and only with fresh and high
quality products, preserved in Glass Can to guarantee a long preservation and an incomparable
freshness.
In order to quickly be able to taste dishes worthy of fine restaurants, anywhere you are, both at home
and work, all this in 5 minutes using a microwave, water bath or even in a pan.

Preserving in olive oil was for a long time a way of reserving food
for harder times, nowadays preserved food in olive oil are a
delicacy, that gives to the food an extra tender and juicy touch.
The Lamb with Garlic is a classic of southern Spanish gastronomy
The fundamental material of the Lamb meat is the water, whose
proportion is reduced slightly as the age of the animal increases.
Like the rest of the meats, it includes a protein of biological quality
important, since it has in his structure about 40% of essential amino
acids. It is a lean meat with less than 5 grams of fat per 100 grams
of food.

In the past, Mediterranean people preserved all kind of food in olive
oil, Cheese, fresh meats and delimeats as chorizos, sausages, ribs
because with that process it allowed to be stocked during long times,
and keeping food good through all the winter and part of spring.

Discover the combination of 2 pillars of
Spanish gastronomy, the Iberian pig
meat with the escabeche marinade.
Escabeche is a marinade made with oil
and vinegar. It is used all over the
Mediterranean, in France, Spain,
Portugal, North Africa, Latin America
and the Philippines. The word
"escabèche" comes from the Catalan
escabetx, itself derived from the Persian
via Arabic.

Haute Cuisine meal. Iberian pork
cheeks with a mushroom sauce. This
is a simple dish and the meat is very
tender and tasty, especially if it is
prepared with Iberian pork cheeks,
because it is much juicier and rich
meat than traditional white pigs

These Preserved Serrano Chorizo are absolutely amazing, made by
lean pork meat and following the traditional way to make them.
Preserved in Olive oil makes them juicier and tasty than ever
Moreover you could keep them long time.

Is a typical dish of the southern Spanish gastronomy, that was used
as a cane, frying the fresh pork loin with very slow fire in Olive Oil,
with spices such as cloves, cinnamon, black pepper, bay leaf, garlic,
oregano etc., and lemon. In this way, it acquired a succulent flavor
and aroma, then it was introduced in a clay jar refilled with Olive oil
and leaving the processing to cool, then it was deposited in a cool,
dry and dark place for its better preservation.

It is difficult to find a
product so rich in flavors
and so quick to make.
The Pork cheeks with
tender broad beans and
ham constitute an
important food in a
balanced diet.

Delicious pork feet made with the
best raw materials of the Sierra de
Cazorla. Prepared following the
traditional recipe and preserved in
glass jars. Preparation: the pig's feet
are cleaned and cooked, then the
sauce is added with the rest of the
ingredients.

The Pork sirloin is
accompanied by a cheese
sauce that combines to
the perfection the flavor
of this meat.

It is a simple and tasty product,
nothing other but the farce of the
Morcilla without putting in trunks.
Simply get back on the fan and
traditionally served as a stuffing for
toasted bread, empanadas and
other stuffed products.
(Serve hot)

Pork sirloin with Piquillo pepper
sauce. It is a recipe that for the
nutritional and gastronomic quality
of its ingredients, and its easy
elaboration deserves the qualifier of
sound recipe suitable for any type of
public.

E

Our Olive Oil

colomar, has three fundamental principles for a good olive oil:
Hygiene and cleanliness: oil is a product very easily contaminated with external flavors and
odors, therefore thorough cleaning, and have stainless steel facilities for conducting flows, are
fundamental elements.
Temperature control: a high temperature during production causes volatilization of the organoleptic
attributes of the oil, therefore the temperature of the oil never exceeds the temperature of 27 °
Celsius. Temperature under which the oil can be classified as cold extracted.
Preventing oxygenation: Oxygen contact with oil causes oxidation of this one and consequently
rancidity and loss of its natural attributes, we avoid this by minimizing the grinding time and keeping
Inert atmosphere inside the tanks with nitrogen. For this reason, our ECOLOMAR organic oil is bottled
directly without filtering, preserving as much as possible the natural qualities of the oil.

Process
All the olive oil produced and packaged, is of self-production, for this reason we can say that
traceability is ensured at all stages; Production, processing and bottling.
The olive varieties with which the oils are produced are: Lucio (autochthonous variety of the region),
Picual, and to a lesser extent, Hojiblanca, Picudo and Loaime. The oils obtained are mono-varietal or
multi-varietal. Lucio Mono-Varietal Olive Oil features a medium green olive fruit with slight almond
flavors and a touch of bitterness. They are high stability oils and have a high content of linoleic acid,
making them perfect antioxidants.
The treatment of the oil begins on the field, because only the selection of the best olive makes
possible to obtain the best olive oil. Optimum maturity harvesting and limited time between harvest
and grinding or rejection of damaged or deteriorated Olives, will contribute to improved oil quality, as
it should be remembered that the real producer of oil is the Olive itself, the oil mill is only responsible
for the extraction of this oil.

Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Olive variety: Monovarietal Lucio
Organic Production, Mechanical picking
Cold extraction. Acidity less than 0.25 % oleic acids
Natural filtration by decantation
Designation of origin
"Poniente de Granada"

Varieties: Picual, Lucio, Hojiblanco et Picudo
Acidity less than 0.40% oleic acids
Anti-drop plastic cap with ring closure

Mono-variety Lucio,
Acidity less than 0.25% oleic acids
Anti-drop plastic cap with ring closure

T

Our Olive Oil
he olive oils Picual variety, have greeny and green yellowed tones, its aroma is fruity, fresh and fragrant.
While its flavors respond with a slight bitterness, which marks its personality with an intense Olive taste,
which leaves an exquisite end in mouth and offers a prolonged aftertaste.

Our oils come directly from Olives Picual, harvested at the optimum moment of maturity and separate the olives
from the soil and those collected in tree. By following these unsurpassable conditions, we obtain Extra Virgin Olive
Oil.
Our olive trees are registered in the Designation of Origin “Sierra Mágina”, and have been subjected to
phytosanitary control by the technical staff of the Regulatory Council of the Designation of origin.
Once the olives enter the mill, the first station of this trip is to separate the olive harvested on the ground, from
that harvested on the tree. The latter is intended for the production of high quality oils, the olives are then cleaned
of their leaves, branches and other earth residues. From then on, we are already in the best conditions for
obtaining Extra-Quality Olive Oil.
The olive is then crushed within 24 hours of harvesting to prevent the fruit from deteriorating. The extraction
process is carried out at low temperature, always supervised by technicians of the Designation of origin, to obtain
oils with distinctive aromas and flavors as well as typical marked shades of the area of the “Sierra Mágina”.
The next step in this unique journey is the Decantation, where we will let our juice decanter in the best conditions
of luminosity, temperature and humidity, after a chemical and organoleptic analysis, we will separate our oils and
only the oils of maximum quality, Extra Virgin, will be protected by the Regulatory Council of the designation of
origin "Sierra Mágina" and distinguished on the market by its label

Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Olive variety: Picual
Mechanical picking Cold extraction.
Acidity less than 0.40% oleic acids
Natural filtration by decantation

Extra Virgin Olive Oil Premium
Olive variety: Picual
Mechanical picking Cold extraction.
Acidity less than 0.40% oleic acids
Natural filtration by decantation
Designation of origin "Sierra Magina"

Glass Bottle printed with Golden leaf
Each bottles are presented with its own case

Designation of origin "Sierra Magina"

Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Olive variety: Picual

Olive variety: Picual

Mechanical picking Cold extraction.

Mechanical picking Cold extraction.

Acidity less than 0.40% oleic acids

Acidity less than 0.40% oleic acids

Natural filtration by decantation

Natural filtration by decantation

Designation of origin "Sierra Magina"

Designation of origin "Sierra Magina"

A bit of History

C

anning and pickling are very old methods of preserving food, caused by the need to
preserve crops. Although the texture and taste of the food differ from the original and we
have more modern industrial methods, they are still popular at home and at the industrial level.
Some archaeologists believe that the method of conservation in vinegar dates back to ancient
Mesopotamia, around 2400 BC. BC, and the first pickles of India arrived in the valley of the Tiger in
2030 BC. The gherkins are mentioned twice in the Bible (Numbers 11: 5 and Isaiah 1: 8), and
Aristotle himself in 350 BC. J.-C. preached its healing properties. The Roman emperors, including
Julius Caesar, gave gherkins to eat to their troops believing that they had improved their physical
and spiritual abilities.
The oldest that was recorded was prepared by the Frenchman Nicolas Appert in 1795, who
discovered that if a food is placed in a hermetic glass container and heated enough, it does not
break down. This invention resulted from the need of the Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte to nourish
his troops.
Subsequently, Englishman Peter Durand conducted the experimentation at the next level and
developed the method of sealing food into a tin container. But this idea was perfected by Bryan
Dorkin and John Hall, who created the first commercial cinnamon in 1813.
Curiously, it was only 50 years later that Luis Pasteur proved that the effectiveness of this method
was because it prevented the growth of microorganisms by heat treatment.
The basic principles of this technology have remained unchanged since their inception.
Because the packaging is airtight, bacteria cannot reach the product and therefore eliminates the
need for chemical preservatives. The shelf life of the preserves can last several years.

The Gordal class olive, has a
very similar flavor to the olive
manzanilla, but is much
fleshier,
The bitterness is eliminated
by the same process, by
cooking.

The Olive Manzanilla is the
typical olive variety of table
olives. Its elaboration is
carried out by cooking to
remove its bitterness.
Can be served natural or
flavored with anchovies.

Olives Manzanilla fine stuffed
with anchovies. An exquisite
taste, it is most often used as
appetizer olives.

The pitted Gordal class olive,
has a very similar flavor to the
olive manzanilla, but is much
fleshier,
The bitterness is eliminated
by the same process, by
cooking.

The Olive Manzanilla is the
typical olive variety of table
olives. Its elaboration is
carried out by cooking to
remove its bitterness.
Can be served natural or
flavored with anchovies.

Olives blackened by oxidation
to obtain the shiny black color
and its characteristic sweet
taste. Olive very fleshy.

Gordal Olive stuffed with
natural red pepper. With a
sweet vinegar. The natural
pepper gives an exquisite
flavor to the mixture.
Also available stuffed with
garlic, almonds, chili Pepper
(chili) or anchovies.

Manzanilla olives stuffed with
red bell pepper. The natural
pepper gives an exquisite
flavor to the mixture.
Highly recommended for an
aperitif and decorate some
dishes.
Also available stuffed with
garlic, almonds, chili Pepper
(chili) or anchovies.

Pickles in Vinegar. They can
also be served with anchovy
flavor, giving them a softer
flavor.

The Caper berry is the fruit of
the caper. Its shape is like a
small fig and it is usually
marinated in vinegar and
spices.

Very fleshy Cucumber in
vinegar. Recommended for
cutting into pieces and
stuffing.

Capers in vinegar. Widely
used for sauces and seasoning
for salads or dishes like
pastas, pizzas.

Baby corn seasoned with
spices and sweet vinegar.
Combines very well in salads
and appetizer.

Chili Pepper with very spicy
flavor vinegar.
Sweet flavored also available.

Tiny Onions in vinegar, the
mixture between onion and
vinegar offers a very special
taste. They are highly
recommended for salads, in
dishes and even for making
sauces.

Not Spicy white garlic. Seasoned
with spices and a mild vinegar
that gives it a very pleasant
taste. Special for aperitifs and
salads.

Crushed olives with a bitter
taste garnished with garlic
and aromatic herbs.

Crushed Green olive from
the Aragon area, a slight
bitterness and Seasoned
with aromatic herbs.

Natural Violet olive,
crushed, originating in the
region of Extremadura.
Marinated with garlic and
aromatic herbs. Taste a
bit bitter.

Black olives, at natural,
without any processing. With
a soft Bitter taste.

Crushed olives slightly
sweet. Garnished with
carrot, Mild Chili pepper,
vinegar and paprika giving
them a mild flavor

Natural purple olives.
Bitter taste and very
fleshy. Marinated with
garlic, spices and red bell
pepper.

Very green and soft
Olives thanks to the
process of cooking
that it undergoes. It
is also called Olive
of Campo Real.

Aragon Olive leaved on the
tree until it is wrinkled as a
raisin. Soft and oily texture.

Gordal Olive crushed
marinated with garlic, red
bell pepper and spices.
Light bitter taste and very
fleshy.

Crushed olives and
marinated with garlic, red
bell peppers and spices.
Taste slightly bitter and
very fleshy.

Olive with pit, slightly bitter
and of a small size. Seasoned
with aromatic herbs.

Natural violet olives
originating in the region
of Cordoba. This olive is
produced by crushing it
and seasoning it with
garlic and spices. Slightly
bitter taste.

Gordal pitted olives with an inserted
pickle. A sweet flavor with a touch of
vinegar. It is a very impressive and
original product to show in an
appetizer. Also available with a
Guindilla chili pepper inserted.

Mini-skewer composed by Onion, Chili
Pepper, Pitted Olive, Red bell Pepper and
Pickle in this order, Spicy and vinegar
flavor. Its name is native to its similarity
by its different colors, to the Bullfighing
Banderillas. It's a very impressive and
original product to show in an appetizer.
Sweet and sour flavored also Available.

Manzanilla pitted olive with an
inserted pickle. A sweet flavor
with a touch of vinegar.
It is a very impressive and
original product to show in an
appetizer.

Manzanilla Olives Pitted
accompanied by a popular spicy
sauce called "Mojo", originating
from Canary Islands. Pretty hot.
Special for appetizers.

Crushed Olives. Taste a bit
bitter. Seasoned with garlic,
spices and red bell pepper.
One of the most popular
crushed olives.

Crushed olives.
Seasoned with
garlic, spices and
paprika. Sweet
flavor.

Set of green and black olives, onion
and pickles, spicy and sour flavor.
Special appetizer.
Sweet and sour flavor also available.

Mix from the Rioja region, made
from Olives, pickles, red bell pepper,
Chili pepper, garlic and onion,
slightly spiced. Special for Appetizers
Spécial pour apéritifs.

